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TEACH MAP AND COMPASS SKILLS
Rohert P. Larkin, 1)epitrtment (r1i.rc:'/ir I Ilirelity Ill

%,

INTRODUCTION

Stlident,' Liii IL-Urn Illifi Old ColliflaNN thl011ph ;I series
of ac tic it \ -01 lunted L,lh11l. I h., guide to teaching such skill.
includes limp games and exercises. ;R.; ticities to leit,:h Com-
pass skill.. and an intrmluction to the sport of Orienteering.'
1(2;1k:hers can use these act!). ities within the elassroom or ill
parks ;ind 0Ided an

I his group ot exeickes has heen deceloped to help teachers
and others teach map and conlpaNN skilk in a way that is both
educational nd fun. ()nI., mune of the many game. ;aid
exercises to teach map and compass skills ;ire inclulLNI here:
Man \ Of the haic exercises can he modified or ;ILLiptodlo
suit indo, idual needs. NIost of the acticities inclujed have
heen used iiccchiIl ith hoth

t heN can he wade i imple or .1\ complex ;1\ desired
;id;ipting the materiak to the Lic el or sophistication of the

student..

Fhe use of map and ...ompass in an experiential ache itc has
applications for many grade Ice els and disciplines.
Youngster, iii the third and fourth grades. play ing these
gamec in 1 schoolyard. c;in learn mathematics ;md physical
science.. At the jumor high and senioi- high school le N, els.
physical Science teachers Lan Lasilc relate classroom ;te-
ll% thee to outdoor map mid compass exercises. Cognitic e
skills in ;ireas cinch as geography. geology biology, en-
vironmental studies. ;int] mathematics can he presented ;is ;in
outdoor experience. For example. a good understanding of
topographic maps is essential in understanding cc eathering
;old erosional iirocesses in geology or earth science classes.
Those ho have dee eloped inap and compass skills can rec-
ognize landscape features and processes from a topographic
map. ;aid loLate mriul map plant communMes relatice to land-
scapc feature. or other ecological cariahles.

.At lee els aboc e secondary education, the same games ;Ind
exercises can he ;idapted to the ;thinly of the students. In
.idd.hon to formal ,icademic relationships to classroom ;it:-
mines. map ;ind compass skillc can he presented for sure ival
training. leisure time ;tem ities. physical fitness, ,mul other
110n-;lcallernic ;ipplic;thon..

Orterilecring Is .1 COIBed Sk1101. regNered In he I. `.. A. and Canada l'or
cer% we. rendered anii products disirihuiedh irienteering Si:rm lioN 547.
I.a IlIOC. irldlaBa ,Bfld hu Canadian nri:nlecring Ser I ices. 441, MeNicolIi,
Amenne, 140 irio

C)

Roger Schoenstcin. Nor( tt. .S.cliool. Colorado
SprineA. COir/Mdo

THE TOPOGRAPHIC MAP

Most people arc not familiar with the topographic map: they
usually associate it wit h a road map. There are, however,
some rather important similarities hetween the tv.o. Both
kinds of maps convey some information ;Mout the real
cc orld: the ;ire hoth printed at some greatly reducLd scale:
and hoth Use symbolc to represent real objectc on or near the
suiTace of the earth.

The distinguishing characteristic of a topographic map is the
portrayal of the shape and elevation of the terrain. Fhe road
map plots position and distance of cities and roads: the to-
pographic map concentrates oh the physical features of an
area. Topographic maps record the physical characteristics
of the terrain. ;is deternlined hy precise engineerMg surveys
and measurements, in convenient. readahle form. They
si;olk the location and shape of mountains. valleys. :Ind
plains: :he network of streams and rivers: and the principal
work, of man including roads_ towns. houndaries. and huild-
ings. road map shows the shortest route to take from one
tow n to another; the topographic map show s cc hat the terrain
in hemecn is like, including steepness, distance, kind of

egetation. ;Ind significant hydrologic features.

Teachers interested in learning more ahout topographic
maps can ohtain an informative hooklet from the United
States Geological Survey entitled Topographic Maps. The
hooklet discusses many elements of topographic maps such
as map scale, map symhok, mapping procedure.. map Iievi-
sions. ;is well ;is information on ordering maps for classroom
use. The booklet is well illustrated and can he ohtained free
of charge hy writing to the Map Information Office. U.S.
Geolcgical Survey, Washington. IX: 20242.., 14 7 0 C Fm cr
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MAP SKILL EXERCISES

Matching Verbal Descriptions and Contour Lines'
This first exercise was designed to help students understand
the nature of contour lines. It is a simple exercise that can
include a variety of contour-fine figures and verbal de'icrip-
dons. The object of the exercise is to match the verbal de-
scription with the appropriate contour line figure. (Figure 1)

The figures shown are a rather siniple apPlication of the con-
cept; however, other contour lines and verbal descriptions
can be developed to the level of difficulty required. As a
variation of this exercise, have individual students. or groups
of students, draw contour lines and descriptions and have
them trade with other students *to see if they can match up
contour lines and verbal descriptions developed by others.

'Adapted from Your Way with Map and Compass by John Disley. Canadian
Orienteering Service. 446 McNicolls Avenue. Willowdale. Ontario. 1973.

Pairing Lines and Profiles2
Like the first one, the purpose of this exercise is to develop
skills in interpreting contotn lines and their relationship to
surface features. This is done by matching the contour lines
with the appropriate cross-section diagram. (Figure 2) It is a
good way for students to get a feel for the relationship.be-
tween contour lines and landscape elements. Students can
develop their own profiles and contour lines in this exercise
as in the previous one.

*Ibid.

1. Is a round hill with two summits
2. Has a steep southern side
3. Has gentle unIform slopes
4. Has two summitsthe northern one is higher

Letter

A

Number

Figure 1

2

Figure 2



Pairing Contour Maps and Cross-Sections3
Another exercise concerned with contour lines and cross-
sections involves pairing cross-sections with lines drawn on
actual contour maps. (Figure 3) After drawing the lines on
the map, one has to imagine that you can cut down through
the contour lines and see r cross-section of the terrain. The
object of the exercise is to match the line drawn on the map
with the appropriate cross-section. This exercise has endless
possibilities as a self-study learning experience. Give stu-
dents a topographic map and ask them to draw lines on the
map and make a drawing of the cross-sections involved.
They can then exchange maps ancl try to match up the lines
and cross-sections developed by other students.

Ibid.
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Outline the Square Game4
The basic idea behind this game is simple and many varieties
of, the game can be developed. Divide a classroom into
groups of three or four students. At the end of the classroom,
or out in the hall, post a group of master maps with three or
four squares drawn on them (Figure 4), one for each group of
students. Provide students with maps that do not have \the
squares drawn on them. The students line up in groups, and
on an appropriate signal the first students leave the starting
aiea and go to the master map set aside for their group. The
student has to concentrate on the map and the position of the
first square on the map. When the student thinks he or she
knows the position of the square on the map, he or she
returns to the starting area and draws the square on the
group map. The student cannot bring the master map back to
the starting area in order to draw the square, but has to draw
the position of the square from memory. If the first student
forgets the position of the square, he or she can go back to
the master map as many times as necessary. After the first
student is finished, the second studen goes to the master
map and draws the position of the second square on the
group map. This process is repeated several times, depend-
ing on the number of students in the group and squares on
the map.

The winner is the group that finishes the quickest with the
least number of mistakes. Many times the group that finishes
first is the least accurate; the group that took more time ends
up the overall winner.

Many varieties of this game can be developed. For example,
use figures of any shape and number of sides instead of
squares. This, of course. adds to the difficulty. Or, instead of
having each student draw the whole square, !ave him or her
draw only one side of the square; the group as a whole works
on each square to complete it.

This exercise develops many skills that are appropriate for
an understanding of topographic maps. The students must
look closely at the contour lines and the relationship between
lines. This game has been tried many times with a great deal
of success. Students like the competitive aspect of the game
and usually end up cheering and encouraging their group
members to win.

Fill-In-the-Square Game
This exercise is similar to the previous one and can use the
same squares developed for that game. (Figure 4) The pur-
pose of this game is to thoroughly analyze the nature and

number of contour lines in the square. Place the same master
map on one side of the classroom, and divide the students
into groups of three or four, depending on the number of
squares on the map. The students line up in_groups, and a.
signal is given to start. The first student goes to the master
map, looks at the first square, and then returns to thc starting
area. On a blank sheet of paper, he or she draws a square of
the approximate size of the one on the master map and also
draws in the co 'flour lines and cultural features as they were
on the master map. The student can return to the master map
to refresh his or her memory as many times as necessary.

'Adapted from Learn Orienteering. Canadian Orienteerng Federation. Box
6206. Terminal A, Toronw. 1973.

'Ibid.

4

Figure 4

After the first studeut completes his or her square, the next
student goes to square number two. This process is repeated
until all the squares are completed. This game is scored on
bolt) speed and accuracy.

Many variations of this game can be developed depending on
the sophistication of the students. Obviously, for beginning
stuuents, the number and complexity of contour lines in the
squares should be kept simple. Howevei , as students de-
velop more skill, rhake the squares more complex by adding
rvads, houses, and other cultural features. Another variation
oc tNs game, as in the previous exercise, is to change the
shape of he figures from squares to other geometrical de-
sigi/s. An even more exciting modification of the game is to
haw; a student go to the master map and study it. Then,
when he or she returns to the starting area,,.he or she has to
tell another student what was iii the square and that other
student has to fill in the square. This modification develops
communication skills relative to topographic maps and is a
great deal of fon to participate in or observe.

Circle Route Game6
This:game.develops several skills necessary for interpreting
topographic maps and using maps for Orienteering. As in the
previous game, divide the class into groups and have them
line up in a starting area. Master maps (Figure 5) are placed
across the room or in the hall with one master map for each
group of students. The master maps have an Orienteering
course outlined on them. (Orienteering will be discussed in
more detail in the final section.)

"Adapted from Orienteering Map Memory Game. Canadian Orienteering Ser-
vice. Willowdale, Ontario. 1975. Master maps and blank maps are available
from Orienteering Service, La Porte. Indiana.



The Orienteering course outhned on the map consists of a
starting area (triangle). seven control points Jenoted by
small circles and numbered one through seven, and a finish
area denoted by a double circle. The first student goes to the
master map arid looks for the starting,area (triangle). When

-; he or she finds the triangle. he or she musk accurately
memorize its position and return to the starting area. At the
starting aiea each uoup has a map identical to the master
map. but it does not include the outline of the Orienteering
course. The first student must draw the triangle in the appro-
priate position on the map for his or her group. The student is
allowed to return to the master map as many times as neces-
sary. After the first student is finished, the second student
goes to the map and studies where the first control point is
located (circle number one) and .then returns to the starting
area to put the circle on the grolip map. The next student
then finds control point number two and this whole process
is continued until the group map has all the control points
and the double circle denoting the finish.

This exercise is scored on both speed and accuracy. Many
skills relative to topographic maps and Orienteering are de-
veloped with this exercise. The students must rea.' the map
closely and remember the relationship between contour lines
and cultural features on the map. When a person is actually
walking or running around an Orienteering course he or she

cannot constantly look at the map. but must remember
where certain topographic and cultural features are located.
This exeicise is extremely effective in developing that skill.

A Walk on the Map
This is a- useful exercise because it combines many of the
skiHs needed to interpret topographic maps. The Orienteer-
ing rourse outlined (Figure 5) could be used as a basis for the
map walk exercise. The students describe the terrain and
cultural features they would encounter as they walked
around the Orienteering course, assuming they would walk a
straight line between control points. For example, if one
were to describe the terrain and cultural features encoun-
tered on a walk from the starting point of the Orienteering
coure to control number one it would be something like this:

The starting point is near the base of a hill. As you
proceed north toWard the first control you have to
cross a broad, relatively flat flood plain. You then
cross the stream and on the northern side of the
stream start to ascend a steep hill. It then levels offfor
a little distance before you start to descend and as
soon as you start going down you have to cross a dirt
road. After continuing down for a short distance after
the road, the control point is near the top of a valley
that runs in a northwest direction.

Figure 5

6
s

5



The above example is a description of only one leg of the
Orienteering course. Within the individual groups of stu-
dents, each student could take a leg of the Orienteering
course and describe the landscape and cultural features.
Another method would be to set up a fill-in-the-blanks exer-
cise. For example, if one were to take the first leg of the
Orienteering course described above, the exercise could
read;

We start walking in a(n) (Northeast) direction. The
first major physical harrier to be encountered is inn)
(strewn). After we cros.s the strewn we are quickly
confronted by a(n)(swep hill) that mast he ascended.
As we walk up the steep hill we can look to our im-
mediate west and see a(n) (valley). We keep going up
JOr a short distance and then start to descend. Almost
at once we have to cross a(n)(roa(!). After we cross the
rowl it is only a short distance to the control point
which is finind in a(n)( valley).

The above procedure can be used with almost any map. For
an interesting variation, the students themselves can develop

6

the- till-in-the-blank questions and give them to other stu-
dents.

Imaginary Map Game
The purpose of this exercise is to develop a general under-
standing of how map symbols relate to each other and, de-
pending on the complexity of the imaginary rr..p. many other'
map skills can be developed. Essential!v. the imaginary map
game involves the technique of taking a verbal description of
a map and translating that information-onto an actual map.
The map shown (Figure 6) is an example of an imaginary map
drawn from the following description:

The Grand Lake Region
The .river Platte flows from the northeast to the

souths....!st. !t has rapids in its upper reache.s and
empties bao Grand Lake in the southwest part of the
Map.

A paved highway running east-west erosse:: the river
(bridge) just bethw the rapids. Just north of the bridge
on the west .side of the river is a farm with a large barn.

Figure 6

7



An unimproved dirt road leadssfrorn the Jam, along dw
river to the paved road.

South of the highway. or, du, west bank, is a mall
settlement with four houses along the river. A dirt road
runs along du, river from the lake to the highway with
the four houses between this road and du, river. Down
at the lake, wl.ere this road ends, is a church.

East of tlw church and alorzg the shore of the lake
.are several summer cottages. A trail is running from
the easternmost cottage. passing.the other cottages.
to the church.

Soutlz of the paved highway and directly north of
Grand Lake is a small lake. From ;? a small intermit-
tent stream _flows southeast where it joins the river
Platte near the settlement with four houses. A trail
leads frorn this lake to Ow settlement.

At the west end of Grand Lake is a farm with two
large barns. A dirt road leads north to du, paved high-
way. About three-fourths of the distance to du, paved
highway is a swamp on the west.side of the road.

In the southeast corner of the map. ea.si of Grand
Lake. is a hill with two summits. The nordwrn summit
is higher than the southern one. The southern summit.
however. has a crater or depreysion at du, top.

In the northwest portion of du, map rwrth al' the
paved road, is a hill trending east-west with a steep
eastern slope.

There are several ways to use the imaginary map game. The
description of the map can be read to the ssaidents very
slowly and they can draw the map as the description is being
read. Another method is to give students c.)pies of the de-
scription and let them draw the map at their own pace. It is
always interesting and exciting to have students compare
maps when they are finished.

Start
(Penny

Here)

I Add 1200// 1

I

T
Add 120

Figure T

COMPASS GAMES
In teaching compass skills, the instructional sequence can be
rather important. The games presented in this section are in
.their teaching order, .and that order should be followed for
maximum clarity and ease of teaching'. The games are de-
signed for use with a compass with a rectangular baseplate
and a mcweable compass housing, like the Polaris, (Type 7)
by Silva Company. This compass is inexpensive..accurate,
durable, and well-suited to use by elementary and secondary
students. Other compasses which could be used are the
Suunto RA-66 and the Wilkie M-I I I.

The very basic compass skills can :Ise taught inside or out-
side. buta schoolyard, park, or open field is more fun for the
students. How the compass works, how to read a bearing,
what the red needle points to, and other basic operations are
explained as quickly as possible. The three operations to be
concentrated on in the first session are setting, taking, and
following bearings, in that order. Setting a bearing is nothing,
more than setting the compass housing to a bearing given by
the teacher. For students well familiar with the 360° of the
circle, problems such as "Set your compass at 455°". can
prove interesting. (Obviously, 455° is equal to the full 360° of
the circle, plus an added 95°; so the bearing is 95°.)

Following bearings is sirlirilv heading in the direction indi-
cated by whatever bearing the teacher gives. Any suitable
landmark or object can be used: "What object is at a bearing
of 45°?" "If you were to walk at a bearing of 234° for 100
meters, what would you find?"

Taking a bearing is a related, yet difTerent operation. Often at
about this point someone-will ask, "This is easy, but where
are these bearings coming fromout of your head?" This is
the time to explain the process of taking a bearing. Again,
nearby buiidings or c:her features can be used: "What is the
bearing to that tall tree?" "What is the bearing you would
follow to walk from here to the library?" The emphasis here
is on how to take a bearing from an objectthat's one place
where bearings come from.

The Triangle Game'
In the triangle game, the student is concerned only with a
given set of bearings (directions) to follow. The emphasis iS
on compass use, not on distance or map skills. As shown in
Figure 7, the student picks a spot in an open field or
meadow, marks it with a penny or some gmall marker, and
then follows a triangular course arriving back, hopefully, at
the marker in the grass. Say, for example, students start with
a bearing of 60°. They walk 50 meters, or any distance at that ?
bearing, and stop. They add 1200 to the original bearing, walk
that same distance as in the first leg; and stop again. After
repeating this process the third time, they have described an
equilateral triang:..., and are back at the starting point. Using
a quarter (provided by the student) makes the game a bit

-more interesting, as does using more complex figures than a
triangle. py adding 90° on eack of four legs, a square is
described. Likewise, add 60° for six legs, and so on. The
more legs, the harder the game: For younger children, larger
colorful discs could be used to make the game easier and
insure success.

'Adapted from Be Expert With Map and Compass by Bjorn Kjellstrom,
Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, N.Y. 1975. .
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The Compass Rose Game',
Figure 8 shows a sample set-up for the compass rose game.
A center stake is used, and eight stakes are set out at a given
distance from the center (25 meters is a good starting eis-
tance). Using the bearings shown, set each-stake 25 meter
from the center, and label it with a letter of the alphabet.
Each student is given a slip of paper, indicating the starting
,point for the game, and a series of five bearings which he or
she is to f011ow. Figure 9 shows such a course, where the
student is told to start at the stake marked "T". and is then
directed to follow five bearings to five additional stakes. thus

Figure 8

0

34C\ 32/...--'r E
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110°
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100-Meter String Game
The triangle and compass rose games will give the student
experience in setting his or her compass at given bearings,
and then following those bearings on the ground. The miss-

, ing element so far is estimation of distance, and that's where
the 100-meter string game comes in. As shown in Figure 10, a
string is stretched between two stakes. due East and West,
with a marker every five meters. To begin, the 100-meter
string is used estimate the paLc of the student. A pace
represents two steps. and can easily be measured by count-
ing how often the right foot touches the ground over a given
distance. If it takes a youngster 100 of these paces (double
steps) to walk the 100-meter string, his or her pace is then
100 paces per 100 meters, or 1 meter per pace.

In operation. the student is given a starting point, and then
he or she is given three routes to follow, each with a bearing
and a distance to proceed. After three legs, he or she is back
on the 100-meter string, and marks down he point of arrival.
The three legs are of different lengths, and the student does
not arrive back at the starting point. Take Figure 10 for
example: the student is directed to start at point #2. and
follow a bearing of 320° for 155 meters. He or she must
combine the ability to measure distance over the ground with
compass skills. After walking those 155 meters at 320° he or

N-.

spelling out the word "turkey." Distance plays no factor in
this game. just the bearing to follow to the next letter-stake.

For variety, the distance of the stakes from the center can be
greatly varied. from 50 meters to a sheet of graph paper.
Setting up the game in a wooded area, with bushes. streams.
and rocks will make it much more challenging than an open
field.

"Instruction cards and answer sheets for this game are available in Schoolyard
Compass Game, Silva Ltd., Willowdale, Ontario and Silva Co..:La Porte,
Indiana.

Figure 9.

she stops, gets a second distance and direction from the
game card, and proceeds. Finally, after the third leg, he or
she arrives back at the string at point #4. The student should
be given an answer card9 indicating where he or she should
have arrived for-that given route, and points are deducted
according to the accuracy of the student's bearings and dis-
tance calculations.

For variations, the game may be set up in a wooded area:
thick trees, fences, streams, and boulders make keeping a
straight line course much more of a challenge. Stretching the
string downhill, uphill, or across a steep slope can be chal-
lenging as well. Distances will vary.greatly, when placed up-
hill and downhill, and accuracy will suffer unless the student
compensa,tes. In an open field at night, with flashlights, stu-
dents will find the game quite challenging. Competitive as-
pects can be easily added by having the students compete
with one another or with,the clock. Points are deducted ac-
cording to how long it takes to do the three-leg route. Both
accuracy and speed are important in this game.

'The teacher can construct rough answer cards using a protractor and ruler
from a scale drawing such as is shoWn in Figure 10. Accurate calculations of
assigned trails, score cards, Cie. are available in "A Competitive Compass
Game," Silva Ltd.. Willowdale, Ontario and Silva Co.. La Porte, Indiana.
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Point-to-Point Gamel°
In the point-to-point compass game. distance and direction
are combined, as in the 100-meter string game. A course
should be set up in a wooded area, though .; school campus
can be used. Markers are attached to trees, rocks,- fence-
posts. and building corners. identifying the number of the
point, and giving the directions tO the next point degree.;
and distance.

Look at Figiire 11 for an example: The start (S) directs the
student to follow a bearing of 72° for 50 meters to find the
first point. That point has directions to the next point (290°
for 75 meters). and so on. The distances can be as large or as
small as you choose depending on the amount of time avail-
able. (For smaller children, distances should be re4atively
short to maintain interest.) The directior.0 to the next point
can be varied as well. Marker 8 might react. "Follow a bear-
ing of 55',to the big rock along the roadside." The student
does not know the distance to the road, just the bearinr.
perhaps the objett is a large tree which he or she can see a, _
lx..-aring of 160°. Again no distance is given, just the bearing.

In a competitive situation. each of the markers on the trees
with directions to the following point is coded. Each marker
might be a different color. or have a code letter written on it.
As the student moves through the course, he or she writes
down thest code letters or code colors, to prove that he or
she has found the point. The person with the fastest time
around the course. with all the points confirmed, is the win-
ner. Rough terrain, longer distances. and thickly wooded
areas all serve to increase the difficulty of this game for older
students. For young children, the distances should be short,
and the markers at each point can be easily seen colored

Figure 1 '

streamers. 'It should be noted that this game requires no
sophisticated materials. In a situation where no map is avail-
able, students can still get outdoors, use their compasses.
and find -their way through a 'wooded area successfully. Ir
addition, compass skills and the ability to estimate distances
are also strengthened.

'°AC1apted from Be Expert With Map and Compass by Bjorn Kjellstrom,
CharleA Scribner's Sons. New York, N.Y. 1975.
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ORIENTEERING

To this point the pmes described have concentrated on the
use of maps or cOmpasses. but the two have not becn com-
bined. When you do combine map with compasS. and ask
students to find :their way over lerrain using map and com-
pass skills, you have the sport Of Orienteering.

Orient Your Map Game
Figure 12 represents a sample map of a school campus. The
map is not highly sophisticated, and structures have been
drawn only to an .approximate scale. Similar maps can be

'drawn of the inte ior of a large room, the interior of a build- .

ing. or of an area of several blocks surrounding a school. In
the game the student is supplied with a copy of the map. and
asked to locate points circled on a master map.

To begin. then, he or she must transfer these circles as
shown in Figure 12 onto a blank map. Each point circled on
the inap Sas a letter-coded marker for the student to find.
The markers can be large and clearly hung for youngsters,
smaller and harder to find for older students. The route
choice can be left to the student as in Figure 12, or the points
can be numbered and a cert.tin sequence required. The com-
pass is used to orient the map. that is. to make it reflect
reality. If there is a cluster of trees on the right side of the
map. then the correctly-oriented map will show the trees on
the right-hand side of the map. No complex compass skills
are used, just the technique of orienting the map. Thk game
has worked well with adults on a colkge campus with 3 x 5
cards for markers, and with elementary students in an -au-
d.torium with Green Stamps as markers. The possibilities are

ndless.

Th..,competitiVe aspects of thi.: gaine are clear: fastest time
with all the correct points wins...Note that a sophisticated
map is not required; contour lines. accurate scales, and very
specific details are not necessary.

Score Orienteering Gams
The same kind of map could be used in Score Orienteering as'
well: the number of points to be found can be greatly in-
creased and placed in positions harder to locate than others
(hard-to-find points haVe higher point values). The student
can be giVen a card which indicates the relative value in
points of each of the- -na.'kers to be located. A specific time
limit is given (e.g., 30 minutes) with points deducted for
going over the time limit (e.g., one point penalty for each 15
Seconds late). The purpose of the game is to see who can
gather the highest point value in the time limit prescribed.

The skills are the same, but the focus of the game changes:
The question becomes: -"I can get three five-point markers
really quickly on the South side of the campus but would it be
better to try for that one 25-point marker way out on the
other side of the campus?" In addition to map and compass
skills. a whOle series of judgement decisions 'is now called
for, involving how fast the student can run, how far the
distance is, how long it will take, and how tired he or she win
be after covering theadistance. "Is it worth coming in four
minutes late for an extra 10-point m^rker?" That is the kind
of problem solving involved in this type of schoolyard Orien-
teering.

Cross-Country Orienteering
Most of the games described so far have been compromises
to a certain extent: What can you do with a compass but no
map? What about a map and ni) compasses? Wht about
compasses. but a roughly drawn schoolyard map? Well, if
you have compasses and a good topographic map, then
you're ready for cross-country Orienteering.

Much like thc i.vogarnes above, the point is the same; Find a
series of markers shown on a master map, and do it as
quickly as possible. Take a look at the map and route shown
in Figure 5 as a good example. Figure 5 is exactly what the
student would see on a master map: a series of markers to be
found, and a awe to follow to find them. The student trans-
fers this information onto his or her copy of the map. and is
off.

In setting up this kind of an Orienteering course, the teach,:r
should keep a number of things in'tnind. First..the point is
not to hide the markers so they can't be found! Actually, the
markers should be relatively easy to find; the problems for
the student should occur between the markers in the choice
of ,,arious routes. Look at the first leg of the course in Figure
5. Starting from the triangle, heading to marker #I, the stu-
dent should see two immediate choices: a straight-line route
right up the steep slope in front of him or her..or-around to
the East to follow the road up the valley and take the first
fork to the left. This is what cross-country Orienteering is
aboutmaking the correct choices based on the ability to
'read a map and use a compass.

As With most of the other games mentioned above, the mark-
ers: shouid be coded with a letter, number, or color so that
the student can prove he or she has made it to each

, checkpoint. A score card for such a course shohld include
slarting and finishing times and spaces to Write in code
words.- numbes. or colors to prove the ,student found the
marker.

1 2

Setting up courses like the one shown in Figure 5 ean be
exciting. but also rather difficult. To stay out of difficulty, in
a sophisticated area. remerither a few simple things: don't
hide the markers; make sure there are choices of routes bel
tween each marker; and make it fun for your students!

Sources and Materials

American OrienteeriniService, Box 547, La Porte, Indiana.
(A list of related 16mm films, filmstrips, _and informative
pamphlets is available.)

Disley, John. Your Way With Map end Compass. Canadian
Orienteering Service, Willowdale, Ontario. 1973. (Comes
with a*series of plastic overlays and sample maps. A good
teNt for student use, grade 6 and up:)

Kjellstrdr.n, Bjorn. Be Expert With Map and Compass.
Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, N.Y. 1975. (An excel-
lent text for upgrading your own skills as an instructor; gives
specific instructions on the use of the compass.)

Silva Company, 2466 State Road p North, La Porte. In-
diana. (Compasses, texts, and training aids for teaching map
and compas skills are available:)
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